Matchless
Gregory Maguire
FIC MAGUIRE
Entwines the classic fairy tale of the little match girl with a story of Frederik, whose mother is seamstress to the queen and who spends many evenings crafting a village in the attic of their small, cold home.

The Christmas Quilt; The New Year’s Quilt
Jennifer Chiaverini
FIC CHIAVERINI
Full of secrets, from a Christmas tree with unusual properties to the sublime Bergstrom strudel recipe, Sylvia's tales at first seem to inform her family legacy but ultimately illuminate far more.

Norman Rockwell’s Christmas Book
394.26 N
Stories, poems, carols, and recollections of Christmas by world-famous authors, with 120 illustrations by Norman Rockwell.

Humor for the Holidays
818.607 H
Collected stories, quips and quotes—grab a cup of wassail, curl up in your favorite chair, and indulge yourself with this heart-lifting book of holiday cheer.

Auggie Wren’s Christmas Story
Paul Auster
FIC AUSTER
A timeless, utterly charming Christmas fable and an unconventional story involving a lost wallet, a blind woman, and a Christmas dinner.

The Christmas Quilt; The New Year’s Quilt
Jennifer Chiaverini
FIC CHIAVERINI

Hanukkah Lights
813.0108 H
Hanukkah Lights brings together twelve contemporary stories of the holiday, perfect for family reading.

Holiday Blend
Festive Fiction and Stories for the Season

Skipping Christmas
John Grisham
FIC GRISHAM
No crowded malls, no corny office parties, no fruitcakes. That’s just what the Kranks have in mind when they decide that, just this once, they’ll skip the holiday altogether.

Holidays on Ice
David Sedaris
FIC SEDARIS
A best-selling classic features six additional works on the joys and embarrassments of favorite holidays.
A Christmas Garland
Anne Perry
A Yuletide tale set in exotic India. This time the mistress of mystery tells the story of a terrible crime that sets the stage for another: accusing an innocent man of murder.

Thanksgiving
Janet Evanovich
Megan meant to give a careless rabbit owner a piece of her mind, but Dr. Hunter was too attractive to stay mad at for long. Soon the two are making Thanksgiving dinner for their families.

A Christmas Memory
Truman Capote
Three seasonal stories distinguished by Capote's delicate interplay of childhood sensibility and recollective vision.

A Kwanzaa Fable
Eric V. Copage
A conflicted adolescent learns the seven principles of Kwanzaa to love himself as a black man and to spur his friend's criminal values.

Making Spirits Bright
Fern Michaels
Secret wishes, sweet surprises, and gifts straight from the heart are featured in these four stories of love and miracles.

1225 Christmas Tree Lane
Debbie Macomber
The people of Cedar Cove know how to celebrate Christmas and there are surprises, too. More than one family's going to have a puppy under the tree. More than one scheme will go awry. And more than one romance will have a happy ending!

The Quiet Little Women
Louisa May Alcott
Including Tilly's Christmas, Rosa's Tale, these three stories comprise Alcott's lost Christmas treasure; enchanting tales filled with quiet moral lessons to cherish.